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Abstract

The theoretical aspects of electrodynamics of bianisotropic media raised in recent publications may be considered as interesting as such but not very relevant as long as experimental validation, or at least some proof of principle is missing. New particulate bianisotropic composites – the magnetostatically controlled bianisotropic materials (MCBMs) - have been recently conceptualised. Recently, an experimental evidence for the magnetoelectric (ME) coupling in small straight-edge ferrite resonators with different -form surface metallizations has been observed experimentally. As the further extension of these investigations, experimental results of ME coupling in disk-type ferrite resonators are reported in this paper.

1. Introduction

New particulate bianisotropic composites based on ferrite ME particles – the MCBMs - have been recently conceptualised [1-2]. Different types of ferrite ME particles can be realized with the use of different forms of ferromagnetic resonant bodies and surface metallic electrodes. One of the main features of the YIG-film resonators is a very rich spectrum of magnetostatic (MS) oscillations. The straight-edge ferrite resonators have evident technological advantage in cutting as compared to the disk-form samples. At the same time, disk-form resonators have regular (with respect to magnitude and mutual spacing) spectrums of MS oscillations [3-4], when the spectrums of straight-edge samples are irregular [5]. In our previous experiments [6-8] with ME particles, based on straight-edge YIG-film resonators with different types of surface electrodes, we observed strong ME coupling. But characterization of the observed spectrums and an analysis of correlation between the MS and ME spectrums were hampered because of irregularity of pictures of MS oscillations in a straight-edge ferrite body. In this paper we show new experimental results of ME spectrums in disk-form ME particles with different types of surface metallic electrodes. Certain characterizations of the observed spectrums and important conclusions are made.

2. Experiment

A general view of a ferrite quasistatic ME particle is shown in Fig.1. We used a disk form (diameter = 5mm, thickness = 0.1mm) YIG film (4πMₜ = 1780 Gauss) resonator with two different types of surface metallic electrode. These two types of surface metallizations (one- dimensional, or wire-form and two-dimensional, elliptical form) are shown in Fig.2. ME particles were placed in different positions of a rectangular cavity (Fig.3), resonant in TE₁₀₀ mode at 4.02 GHz. We observed rich spectrums of absorptions peaks. The experimental results with a wire type surface metallization are
shown in Fig. 4 and those with elliptical one are shown in Fig. 5. Position of the sample, type of metallization and orientation with respect to the y-axis (or, in other words, with respect to the E-field) are described in each figure.

Fig. 4 Absorption spectrum of disk type YIG resonator with wire (length = 4mm and diameter= 0.1mm) type surface metallization.
It is seen that zero levels of the absorption spectrums are different in each picture of Figs. 4 and 5. This is attributed to the fact of variation of the type and orientation of surface electrodes with respect to the $E$-field as well as positions of the ME particles in the cavity.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

A detailed analysis of absorption spectrums obtained for different types of ME particles and different types of the exciting fields leads us to a very important conclusion that only for ME particles based on disk-form ferrite resonators with wire-form surface electrodes, one has a spectrum of the unified ME oscillating modes. Since different types of the exciting fields produce the same oscillation spectrum, a system is characterized by a set of parameters with certain spectral properties. This fact gives us a possibility to represent a disk + wire ME particle as a particle characterized by two (electric and magnetic) moments and so find it as a particle most applicable for bianisotropic composites. Compared to a case of a wire-form metallization, where only linear surface electric currents are
possible, in two-dimensional metallizations different distributions of linear and circular (closed-loop) surface electric currents are possible. This fact gives different pictures of spectrums excited by the different-type external fields, as we can see in our experiment.
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